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Abstract. Ultra-cool dwarfs are very low-mass stars or brown dwarfs and because of their
faintness they are difficult targets for radial velocity and transit planet searches. High-
precision astrometry is one way to efficiently discover planets around these objects. We
are conducting a planet search survey of 20 M8–L2 using ground-based imaging astrom-
etry with FORS2 at VLT. The realised accuracy of 100 micro-arcseconds allows us to set
stringent constraints on the presence of planets, to discover astrometric binaries, and to
measure parallaxes with an unprecedented precision of 0.1 %. The obtained detection limits
firmly establish that giant planets are rare around UCDs at all separations. The astrometric
performance of our programme is comparable to what is expected from Gaia observations
of single faint objects and we discuss potential synergies for planet searches around ultra-
cool dwarfs. We estimate that Gaia will be able to characterise ∼100 astrometric binaries
with an ultracool primary.
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1. Introduction
Very low-mass stars and brown dwarfs are be-
coming popular targets for exoplanet searches
mainly for two reasons: (1) They allow us to
study the planet formation process around the
lowest-mass products of star formation and (2)
they may provide for a environment in which
’habitable’ exoplanets can reside. Because of
their faintness and physical properties, these
Send offprint requests to: J. Sahlmann
ultracool dwarfs (UCD) make it difficult to ob-
tain observations that can efficiently detect ex-
oplanets around them.
Since 2010, we are pursuing a planet search
around 20 ultracool dwarfs of M8–L2 spec-
tral types using the astrometry technique. An
overview of the project and first results that in-
clude the parallaxes and planet detection lim-
its are reported in Sahlmann et al. (2014). The
data reduction techniques and a deep astromet-
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ric catalogue are presented in Lazorenko et al.
(2014).
The Gaia satellite was launched in
December 2013 and begins its all-sky survey
around mid-2014. Typical UCDs lie at the
faint end of the Gaia magnitude range, but up
to a few thousand of them will be observed.
2. First results of our ground-based
programme
After two years of survey duration, we have
completed the initial screening of the target
sample and could derive first constraints on the
occurrence of planets around UCD.
2.1. Giant planet occurrence
The combination of detection technique
(astrometry), single-measurement uncertainty
(∼120 micro-arcseconds or µas), and sampling
(10 epochs over a 16 months time-span, on
average) means that we are most sensitive
to giant planets in intermediate-period or-
bits. So far, no planetary-mass companion
was detected, but we are following up on
promising candidates by obtaining additional
observations. Using the uniform data of the
first two survey years, we found that less than
9 % of M8–L2 dwarfs host giant planets with
masses &5MJ and separations of 0.1–0.8 AU
(Sahlmann et al. 2014).
With this result of our study, it is now
firmly established that giant planets are rare
around UCDs at all separations.
2.2. Parallaxes and distances
Astrometric planet search relies on detecting
periodic deviations from the standard astro-
metric motion. Therefore, the determination of
the five standard parameters - positions, par-
allax, proper motions - is required in the pro-
cess. We thus measured the relative parallaxes
of the 20 targets and absolute parallaxes were
obtained with an additional correction step. For
most targets, this represented the first parallax
determination. The excellent astrometric preci-
sion translates into parallax uncertainties of 0.1
mas and smaller, which is unprecedented for
optical observations of UCDs. Consequently,
the absolute magnitude uncertainty for these
20 M/L dwarfs is now dominated by the photo-
metric measurement and no longer by the dis-
tance determination.
2.3. New tight binaries
In two cases, we detected periodic residuals af-
ter adjusting the standard astrometric model.
These deviations have periods of several hun-
dred days and amplitudes of several milli-
arcseconds (mas), thus must be caused by a
massive orbiting companion, see Fig. 1. The
companion of DE0823–49 was found to have a
mass of 28±2 MJ (for an age of 1 Gyr) and this
system is one of the very few known that have
a small mass-ratio and a separation well below
1 AU (Sahlmann et al. 2013). The second tight
binary discovered in our survey (DE0630–18)
will soon be fully characterised.
2.4. Deep astrometric catalogue
As detailed by Lazorenko et al. (2014), the
astrometric reduction technique relies on the
availability of many reference stars. During
the reduction process, the astrometric param-
eters of these stars are determined as well.
We made the catalogue of reference stars pub-
lically available (VizieR J/A+A/565/A21). It
covers the 20 target fields of roughly 2′ × 2′
size and a magnitude range of I ∼ 14 − 22.
Figure 2 shows a subset of reference stars with
well-determined distances, which could serve
as a comparison sample for Gaia astrometry of
faint stars.
3. Astrometric orbits of ultracool
dwarfs with Gaia
The expected yield of Gaia observations of
ultracool dwarfs is discussed by de Bruijne
(2014) and Smart (2014) in this volume (see
also Sarro et al. 2013). Accurate distances of
some thousand UCDs will be obtained from
Gaia’s absolute parallax measurements, where
UCDs that are companions to stars are not con-
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Fig. 1. The astrometric orbit of DE0823–49 caused
by its low-mass companion (Sahlmann et al. 2013).
The orbital period is 246 days and the orbital sig-
nature is ∼ 4 mas. The estimated magnitude of the
primary is G ∼18.7, therefore this orbit will also be
detected with Gaia astrometry.
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Fig. 2. Magnitudes and distances of a subset of 113
objects in the astrometric catalogue of Lazorenko
et al. (2014) that have χ2 < 2 and for which the par-
allax is known at better than 10 %. The UCDs are
located at the left margin of the figure and the most
remote reference star is at a distance of 2 kpc.
sidered. For some of them, Gaia will detect or-
bital motion of the photocentre.
3.1. Binaries with UCD primaries
About 10–30 % of UCDs are found in multiple
systems (Burgasser et al. 2007). The orbits of
binaries with separations&3 AU are unlikely to
be characterised by Gaia, because their orbital
periods exceed twice the nominal mission life-
time of 5 years. In the survey of nearby 20 M/L
dwarfs, we found that 10+11
−3 % of UCD binaries
are tight enough (. 1 AU) and have photocen-
tric semi-amplitudes large enough (& 1 milli-
arcsec) to be detectable by Gaia (Sahlmann
et al. 2014). Smart (2014) estimates that Gaia
with the nominal G < 20 limit will observe
about 500 L and T dwarfs, the majority being
early-L dwarfs. Since almost all of these are
also nearby< 50 pc, we can expect that 30–105
orbits of UCD binaries with an L/T primary
will be detected and possibly characterised by
Gaia. In addition, several hundred nearby late-
M dwarfs will be observed, of which 6–21 %
can also be expected to be detectable astromet-
ric binaries.
In summary, Gaia will detect the astromet-
ric orbital motion of about 100 – 200 UCDs
with spectral types later than M8. For many of
them, it will be possible to determine the or-
bital parameters from Gaia astrometry alone,
which will result in an important sample to
study the properties of very low-mass binary
systems. However, many will rely on follow-
up observations to obtain a detailed characteri-
sation, e.g. to refine the orbital properties or to
relate photocentric and barycentric orbit sizes
to constrain the individual component masses.
3.2. Planets around UCDs
It is unlikely that Gaia will detect many plan-
ets around UCDs. Whereas the astrometric sig-
nature of a Jupiter-mass planet in a 1000 day
orbit around WISE J1049–5319A (L8 at 2
pc, Luhman 2013) is ∼8 mas and readily de-
tectable, it drops to ∼0.5 mas for a typical UCD
(L2 at 20 pc). Because of the targets’ faintness,
the Gaia single-measurement precision will be
of the same order of magnitude and conse-
quently it will be difficult to characterise the
planet’s signature with the typical number of
∼70 measurements per object over the mission
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lifetime. However, it will be possible to iden-
tify UCDs with excess astrometric residuals
that hint towards the presence of a planetary-
mass companion.
These candidates will be ideal targets for
follow-up astrometric observations with large
ground-based optical telescopes. With the
astrometric performance demonstrated with
FORS2/VLT, it will be possible to detect and
characterise the orbital motion, if present. The
detection of extrasolar planets around ultracool
dwarfs is thus another example of a synergy
between Gaia and ground-based observations.
4. Conclusions
Using observations with FORS2/VLT, we have
shown how 100 µas astrometry can be used
to uniquely constrain the presence of plan-
ets around nearby ultracool dwarfs. In terms
of distance determination and binary detec-
tion, our ground-based programme demon-
strates what can be expected from the Gaia ob-
servations of UCDs. Extrapolating our findings
of M8-L2 dwarfs, we predict that Gaia could
characterise the orbits of about 100 binary sys-
tems having an ultracool primary. Planet detec-
tions with Gaia are possible, but will be limited
to very few special cases. On the other hand,
Gaia will provide us with a list of planet can-
didates around UCDs that will have to be con-
firmed with complementary observations.
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